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RampaRt Range motoRized RecReation aRea
Road and tRails plan
south platte Ranger district, pike national Forest, colorado

the Us Forest service (UsFs) has worked with the Rampart Range motorcycle management 
committee (RRmmc) for over 30 years to find positive solutions to providing recreation 
opportunities and conserving forest resources. in 2003, the UsFs started a roads and trails 
planning process with the objective to improve motorized recreation opportunities and restore 
native landscapes. the road and trails plan was developed in collaboration with county, 
state and Federal agencies; the RRmmc; private landowners; and the general public.  UsFs 
and the RRmmc contracted with aecom (formerly edaW) to assist with preparation and 
implementation of a 2005 Road and trails plan and environmental assessment.  

since the plan’s adoption in 2005, the south platte Ranger district of pike national Forest has 
been implementing the plan in the Rampart Range motorized Recreation area. the project has 
won a national award from the coalition 
for Recreation trails and one from 
the society of outdoor Recreation 
professionals (formerly naRRp). 

the UsFs and RRmmc have 
successfully raised hundreds of 
thousands of dollars from the 
colorado oHV grant program to 
implement the plan. to date, approximately 
100 miles of new trails have been designed, and 35 miles of these trails have been constructed.  
approximately 25 miles of trails have been closed or rerouted to reduce impacts on resources.

check out the design, assessment and 
construction of a completed trail at

http://www.greatohvtrails.com/gallery



pURpose
the purpose of the proposed 
action is to improve the safety, 
maintenance and recreational 
experience of the designated 
motorized road and trail system 
within the Rampart Range 
motorized Recreation area. 
Historically, many motorized 
trails were developed solely 
and independently by users 
without consideration of the 
environmental impacts, safety 
or quality of the recreational 
experience. consequently, 
many of these trails do not meet 
current trail design standards. 
erosion from improperly located, 
designed, and constructed trails 
can cause environmental impacts, 
decrease safety, provide for a 
poor experience and increase 
maintenance costs. designating 
specific uses, realigning, adding, 
and decommissioning certain 
trails would address many of these 
concerns.

action by the UsFs is needed 
at this time since motorized use 
continues at an ever-increasing 
rate and the trail system continues 
to degrade. the proposed 
action would create a motorized 
travel system that enhances the  
recreational experience, safety, 
environmental protection and 
operational efficiency.

need
the Rampart Range motorized 
Recreation area Road and trails 
plan is needed to:

• create a framework for the 
integrated management of 
roads and trails

• designate roads and trails 
that will be part of the 
designated transportation 
system

• Reduce the proliferation of 
user-created roads and trails

• provide trails for a variety of 
user types and skills

• provide access to key 
recreational amenities

• eliminate or reconstruct 
poorly designed and located 
roads and trails that have 
resulted in indirect impacts 
(such as erosion) and direct 
effects (such as riparian 
habitat degradation)

• identify a travel system that 
can be efficiently maintained

• ensure adherence to the 
Forest plan and other state 
and Federal policies

• manage the increasing 
number of users, especially 
atVs

• address increasing traffic 
volume on trails and 
roads, which has resulted 
in increased accidents and 
safety problems

• improve education of users 
through parking area and 
signage improvements

pRoposed action
the proposed action alternative 
provides a motorized road and 
trail system that includes a broad 
spectrum of oHV opportunities 
while also enhancing resource 
protection, operational efficiency, 
and safety. specific management 
recommendations include the 
following elements:

• designation of a formal 
system of roads and trails

• Removal of non-system roads 
and trails

• development of looped trail 
systems

• Rerouting and closure of non-
compliant trails

• creation of new trail 
connections

• development of new trails 
designed for each user type 
and skill level

• construction of new signage 
and kiosks that designate 
trails by difficulty and use type

• parking area improvements 
and expansion

• Facility expansion and 
improvement

the following statements are from the 2005 plan:

the 2005 plan identifies the purpose, 
need, and proposed action to manage the 
oHV environment in national Forest lands. 



the 
proposed 
action 
alternative 
(c) led 
to the 
adoption 
of the 
Road and 
trails plan 
illustrated in 
this map.



tRailHead and camping 
impRoVements
trailheads, parking areas and dispersed camping 
were underdeveloped within the recreation area. 
the 2005 Road and trails plan called for parking 
expansion, improved vault toilets, loading ramps, 
dumpster service, and information kiosks. one of the 
most important implemented action items was the 
expansion of parking in the trailhead at the north 
end of Rampart Road, which serves as the primary 
access point for the recreation area. this additional 
parking reduces vehicle traffic on Rampart Road, 
and provides additional parking during winter and 
early spring closures of the road. parking and new 
restrooms were also improved for garber, sunset 
point and Flat Rocks trailheads. all dispersed 
campsites have been designated and delineated 
with post and cable, resulting in a decrease of 
trampled vegetation, soil erosion and litter around 
these campsites. Flat Rocks overlook and dutch 
Fred trailhead/ camping area both have fenced-in 
riding trails for youth and beginners.

Road and tRail RestoRation
several roads and trails were noted for closure, as they were creating soil erosion 
issues, off-route travel, habitat fragmentation, degraded riparian habitat and 
excessive maintenance costs. several administrative roads were also no longer 
needed by the UsFs to manage resources. some trails were located within the 
Hayman Forest Fire burn area, which made these routes much more susceptible 
to soil erosion and risk of tree fall. approximately 25 miles of roads and trails have 
been restored to a natural state using various methods. these roads have been 
closed with physical barriers such as signs, boulders, tank traps, re-contouring, 
slash and re-seeding. For the most part, visitors are no longer traveling on 
these routes and they are restoring over time. ongoing efforts are being made 
to rehabilitate additional trails to a natural state as they are redesigned and 
rerouted per the plan. 

trailhead improvements

decommissioned roads and 
trails

tRail design
the first step towards the creation of new and 
rerouted trails outlined in the 2005 Road and trails 
plan was to design them in the field. most of the 
trail design has been completed by aecom through 
several task orders since 2009. 

the plan allowed for final design of the trails within a 
1,320-foot wide corridor defined by the conceptual 
trail centerline in the plan. aecom created a 
polygon representing the corridor to design a trail 
that will fit. initial maps of the trail corridor illustrate 
gis data such as conceptual alignment; the 1,320-



foot design corridor; private lands; potential habitat 
for sensitive plants and animals; existing and old 
trails and roads; recreation sites; classified slope 
(percent); and Usgs topographic base map. this 
gis data was also loaded on gps units to be 
referenced during field design. the classified slope 
data is one of the most useful sources of data to 
understand where topography is too steep for a trail. 

sUmmaRy oF 
neW tRails

designed 
& assessed 

constRUcted open FoR 
pUblic Use 

miles of new 
50-inch trails

40.32 16.9 10.46

miles of new 
motorcycle trails

65.4 20.7 7.2

total miles 105.7 37.6 17.7

note: there are trails to be realigned in the future that are not 
included in these totals.

trail design standards and criteria were specified by 
UsFs to ensure an outstanding trail riding experience, 
sensitivity to natural and cultural resources, 
and financial sustainability.  the highly erodible 
decomposed granite soils found in most of the study 
area require fairly tight design standards to limit soil 
erosion on the trails. generally, the 50% rule is used 
to limit soil erosion.  it uses the combined slopes of 
both the trail and the sides; for example, if the trail 
is at a 10% slope and the side hill slope is 40%, then 
the combined slope is 50%, resulting in limited soil 
erosion.  Rainwater is the primary cause of erosion 
on trails. trails are usually designed on side slopes 
from 30-50%, which provides more opportunities to 
drain water from the trail and limits off-trail travel 
due to steep topography. 

grade changes are incorporated into the trail 
designs to drain water as frequently as possible. trail 
standards are similar for atV and motorcycle trails, 
although atV trails require more mild side slopes, 
smoother curves and less rock in the trail tread.  

the overall trail alignment should avoid other trails 
and maximize route length by extending the trail 
out ridges without changing elevation too quickly.  
Field design is completed in a series of steps to allow 
for flexibility in the process. First, the trail design 
corridor is scouted for opportunities and constraints. 
opportunities can include scenic overlooks, 
interesting rock formations, or minor rocks that 
can provide challenges on the trail. constraints can 
include large rock outcrops that create a barrier, 
localized steep topography, steep draws, wetlands 
and springs. the location of opportunities and 
constraints are recorded with gps points to be used 
during the design process. 

the trail is field marked with flagging tape hung 
from trees and bushes, and the alignment is 
recorded with gps points and geotagged photos 
to document its location.  at this point, the trail is 
designed within about 20 feet of where the trail will 
actually be constructed. maps and gis data are then 
created showing the designed trail alignment.

after biologists and archeologists clear the initial 
flagged trail alignments, the trails are designed 
using pin flags to align the trail for construction. pin 
flags are spaced from 3-10 feet apart and placed on 
the uphill side of the trail alignment. it is important 
for the pin flags to mark the exact shape of trail 
curves to make sure they have good turning radii.  
to maximize a quality, diverse riding experience, 
the flow of the trail needs to be pin-flagged by an 
expert.  

overall trail alignment should avoid 
other trails and maximize route length.



biological & aRcHeological 
assessments
the 2005 plan requires review of sensitive resources 
that may be found close to the designed trails. 
assessments are a requirement because specific trail 
designs were not available when the plan ea was 
prepared. aecom biologists completed most of the 
biology assessment field work. they reviewed the 
designed trails several times to search for sensitive 
plants during different blooming periods and to 
search for northern goshawk (accipiter gentilis) 
activity. Rock outcrops that are potential nesting sites for peregrine falcons (Falco peregrines) were also 
surveyed for activity. Habitat potential assessments were also conducted for pawnee montane skipper, 
preble’s meadow jumping mouse, mexican spotted owl, and northern leopard frog.  UsFs archeologists 
surveyed all designed trails to look for historic or native american artifacts.  to date, no sensitive resources 
have been discovered along the trail alignments, and trails have been constructed as they were designed. 
the lack of sensitive resources found along the designed trails indicates that trails were designed in 
landscapes that are unlikely to have sensitive resources.

new motorcycle (blue) and 
50-inch atV trails (orange)

tRail constRUction
trail construction is only started after designs and sensitive resources surveys 
have been completed and documented. motorcycle trails are hand constructed 
in order to minimize impacts to resources and to keep the trail bench narrow. 
mile High youth corps, a team of 10 young adults, has completed much of this 
work.  the corps builds the trails with hand tools including pickmatic, pulaskis, 
mcleods, shovels, and rakes. certified sawyers are required to do the majority of 
initial clearing.  the corps can typically build about one mile of trail over a ten-
day period.  While there is an attempt to keep the trails as narrow as possible, 
the team has learned the importance of building a wide enough trail bench to 
create a stable base, depending on the soil type.  the team has also learned that 
it is important to taper back the uphill side of the trail bench to allow riders to 
travel closer to the uphill, more stable edge of the trail.  



atV trails have been 
constructed using a sWeco 
trail dozer managed by 
the RRmmc and funded 
with state oHV grants. 
the sweco bulldozer and 
experienced operator can 
build approximately 2-3 
miles of atV trail per week 
depending on terrain, rock, 
etc.  UsFs trail crews have 
assisted in trail construction 
and logistics including 
chainsaw work, clearing 
and enhancements to trail 
construction. the RRmmc 
has been instrumental in 
helping to clear trees and 
building bridges along the 
new trails.

tRail management
trail maintenance and management for the Rampart area is accomplished 
through the efforts of the UsFs, RRmmc and state oHV grants. the UsFs 
hires a trail management crew each summer to help with clearing fallen trees, 
cleaning out drainage channels, correcting soil erosion, closing visitor created 
trails, repairing signs, and other tasks. the RRmmc holds multiple volunteer 
work parties to assist with tasks that are also performed by the UsFs crew. 
this volunteer labor is essential to keep up with the ongoing maintenance 
requirements, and instills ownership in the trail network.  the RRmmc hires 
a professional each year to operate the sweco trail machine and recruits 
volunteers to maintain atV trails throughout the Rampart area. other groups, 
such as the boy scouts of america, also volunteer on an annual basis.new motorcycle (blue) and 

50-inch atV trails (orange) 
open to public Use



lessons leaRned

pRoject contacts
scott dollus, Recreation planner
south platte Ranger district
pike national Forest
morrison, co 
303.275.5626
sdollus@fs.fed.us

drew stoll, senior associate
aecom  
Fort collins, co
970.988.8580
drew@
greatoutdoorsconsultants.com 

jim peasley
Rampart Range motorcycle 
management committee
denver, co
303.978.0653
liaison@rampartrange.org

many lessons have been learned in 
the process of adopting a visionary 
trails plan and in implementing 
that plan. the following are some 
of the most important lessons 
that have been learned.

• Funding is essential for 
design, construction and 
management, seek help to 
submit outstanding proposals 
for oHV and other grants.

• engage visitors and the public 
in the planning process in 
order to develop alternatives 
that most can embrace.

• Follow a clear and strategic 
planning and nepa process.

• if a significant length of new 
trails is being proposed, 
only include conceptual 
alignments for the trails in 
the overall plan/ea to allow 
for flexibility in the planning, 
design and construction 
process.

• balance road and trail 
decommissioning with new 
construction. 

• Hire highly motivated 
and skilled consultants to 
help with heavy lifting on 
planning, design, assessments 
and construction.

• before starting field design 
of the trails, prepare 
detailed base maps to 
understand constraints.

• thoroughly scout trail 
alignments to find 
opportunities and constraints 
before starting trail design.

• design trails to provide an 
outstanding riding experience, 
but also make sure the trail 
will need limited maintenance 
and that it lays gently on the 
land.

• since pin flagging a trail 
design is the first line that 
creates the actual shape 
of the trail, the trail should 
be walked several times to 
ensure a good flow.

• limit the disturbance from 
construction and perform 
restoration work to make sure 
vegetation will re-establish 
itself.

• Keep the trail bench as 
narrow as possible without 
sacrificing stability.

• taper the toe of the uphill 
slope of the trail bench to 
allow riding on the middle 
and inside edge of the bench.

• make sure there is adequate 
clearance for handle bars 
and foot pegs to fit between 
trees and rocks without the 
need to come to a stop.  the 
angle of trees is important for 
helmet clearance. 

• make sure and provide 
adequate signs and barriers 
to prevent unintentional off-
trail travel.

• only open new trails when 
they have connections to 
other trails.

• after trails are open for public 
use, closely monitor them 
for issues. issues should be 
corrected immediately to 
prevent more serious resource 
damage.

adaptive management of constructed trails is 
essential to the long-term success of the project!


